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With a longstanding focus on employee wellness and a global pandemic resulting 

in significant impacts in the ways and places the team operates, Sierra Nevada 

sought out a widely accessible and engaging tool for mental health success. 


Andie Callahan, Wellness Manager at Sierra Nevada, is a longtime Calm user. She 

explored Calm’s full range of offerings as she searched for a mental health solution 

that would work well to serve both on-site and offsite employees. She quickly 

realized Calm offers accessibility, autonomy and a myriad of wellness features while 

reflecting her company’s values. It also integrates seamlessly with Sierra Nevada’s 

brand image.

Sierra Nevada prioritizes mental 
health with use of Calm
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I was introduced to meditation and mindfulness at a 
previous employer. I wanted to use an app for 
guided meditations and tried multiple options— 
Calm is the one that has stuck with me over time.

“
Andie Callahan


Wellness Manager

Andie Callahan, Wellness Manager at Sierra Nevada, 

is an experienced health and wellness professional 

with a Masters in Public Health and a background 

managing wellness-based programs for various 

organizations and populations. After discovering 

mindfulness through a previous employer, she tried 

multiple tools but found Calm was the best fit. 



Committed to “doing the right thing,” Sierra Nevada’s 

mental health offerings were a natural development. Sierra 

Nevada is a family-owned, family-minded business. Its 

founder still operates the company, and prioritizing 

employee health and safety is ingrained in their core 

values. “We’re always going to do the right thing and do 

right by our people,” Andie explains.


“Behavioral health was another component we knew we 

wanted to expand,” says Andie. “Like many companies, I 

think that sits below the surface. Often – there’s a stigma, 

and there’s a cautious approach you want to take when 

addressing mental wellness.” When the pandemic hit, 

Sierra Nevada was faced with the challenge of creating a 

wellness culture across distributed teams with people of 

varying levels of comfort around mental health. With 

support across Sierra Nevada’s people management 

teams, Calm emerged as a likely solution. “Calm matches 

our company brand and aesthetic, and it just felt like the 

right fit for us,” she says.

After Andie and her team conducted their due diligence, 

it wasn’t a difficult decision. Employee mental health 

created worthwhile value, and they confirmed their 

engagement would make the impact they sought.
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Integrating well-being into the culture
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Can you put a price tag on 
mental health?

Andie Callahan 

Wellness Manager



Sierra Nevada needed a mental health tool to support 

each individual’s stressors. Calm emerged as the optimal 

solution because it could help employees overcome 

workplace stress as well as various challenges in their 

personal lives. “We focused on equity across the 

company. We started thinking about how to offer 

programs and services that meet [employees] where they 

are. We were drawn to Calm, a tool that everyone could 

have access to from wherever they are, whatever they’re 

doing, whenever they need it,” Andie explains. 


Calm’s breadth of options and simple accessibility 

contributed to employee engagement and helped the 

solution resonate further among employees with diverse 

perspectives, backgrounds and needs. Additionally, the 

purchase process and implementation would be simple 

and fully aligned with Sierra Nevada’s values as a 

company that prioritizes mental well-being. They were 

optimistic about Calm’s potential impact and decided to 

initiate a one-year pilot.

Andie and her team made company-wide 

announcements regarding the availability of Calm as a 

free and easily accessible mental well-being resource. 

They sent internal email announcements and were able 

to enhance the wellness section of the company intranet 

with Calm provided resources.
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Promoting engagement through simplicity
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average engagement rate

average sessions per 
engaged user per week†

*

75.4%

10

Engagement is defined as the total number 
of users that have started at least one 
session with Calm

†

*

Sessions is defined as any piece of content 
in the Calm app

We were interested in providing 
our employees with a tool that 
would support each individual’s 
stressors in life. Calm provides a 
self-serve model that allows 
employees to engage with it in a 
way that best serves them.

Andie Callahan 

Wellness Manager



The program was a success, and Sierra Nevada 

subsequently renewed their commitment to Calm. Andie 

says they measure success through individual employee 

feedback. Sometimes employees email to express their 

gratitude for the Calm app and resources. At other times, 

they share feedback about how they use the tools and 

how they’ve impacted their lives.


Andie says Calm has catalyzed the expansion of Sierra 

Nevada’s mental health strategy. The Wellness Team  
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Making wellness welcoming for all
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shares resources via multiple channels and features 

wellness content on chalkboards throughout their 

breweries in California and North Carolina. In fact, when 

her team didn’t update the boards with their regular 

Calm content, several employees reached out with 

concern; they even offered to help make the content 

available themselves, if the extra support was needed.


Andie’s team also prints the monthly Mindful Living 

calendars and posts them throughout Sierra Nevada 

breweries. They leave extra copies behind for employees 

who prefer to practice mindfulness offline. The wellness 

team uses Calm engagement strategies to help plan 

their wellness initiatives for the entire year. She 

appreciates how the content includes monthly topics in 

advance to support their planning in a timely fashion. 

The wellness team has also designed a “Take 5 

Challenge” that was incorporated into Sierra Nevada’s 

virtual sales employee summit. It highlights five areas of 

well-being and encourages participants to set intentions. 

Their employees call it simple and fun, and it’s another 

opportunity to incorporate Calm’s wellness content. The 

first challenge asks if the participant has signed up for 

Calm and shares a simple signup link.

Every month, we put Calm’s mindful 
living calendars on our company 
intranet. We also print and post them 
on our chalkboards in different areas 
of our breweries. We realized this 
was popular when we didn’t have 
them posted on the first of one 
month and started getting emails 
from employees.

Andie Callahan 

Wellness Manager



Andie hopes Sierra Nevada employees will incorporate 

Calm even further into their daily work lives. “We’re 

seeing our employees know that we have this offering, 

be interested enough to sign up for it and then utilize it. 

They’re engaging with the content, and we’re hearing 

about the experiences and impacts. There’s also a value-

add of having this additional content available for the 

wellness team to use within our programming.”

She hopes Calm can play an even greater role in their 

company meetings and that their people leaders can 

find additional ways to use it as a management and 

leadership-enhancing tool.
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Enhancing organizational experiences for 
leaders and employees

When we hire someone, we get them as a whole being. As a whole being, we’re 

constantly going through life experiences that impact how we operate in this world 

and at work. So I think it’s important that as employers we offer resources to our 

employees during their time with us. I often describe wellness programs as a menu 

of opportunities that we offer for someone to choose what they need, when they 

need it. Calm is one of the valuable tools available on that menu! 

Andie Callahan 

Wellness Manager



Book a demo today
Calm for Business helps your employees stress less, 

sleep better, and build their resilience.

Book a demo


